Imitation leather is a leather-like cloth specially coated and embossed to simulate leather. Extremely durable, it can be used in any project where the appearance of leather is needed. Ultimate in durability and water and soil resistance. Easy to decorate, it is virtually indiscernible from real leather once embossed and bound.

**TECHNICAL & PRODUCT INFORMATION**

**Base Cloth:** 100% cotton

**Coating:** Pyroxlin
   Aqueous acrylic available on a made-to-order basis

**Converting:** Sheeting, squaring, and slitting

**Decoration:** Foil stamp, blind stamp, and screen-print

**Adhesive/Glue:** Acceptable gluing includes: Animal, Polyvinyl Acetate (PVA) and Hot Melt

**Width:** 54”

**Colors:** 24 color and embossing SKU’s
   5 yard minimum for stocked items

**Applications:** Book Covers; DVD/CD music/media packaging; Fragrance, Liquor, Jewelry and Luxury Packaging; Binders and Portfolios; Game Boards; Menu Covers - any project where durability and the appearance and texture of leather are an important finishing touch.


Complete your project with materials from Gane:
- Coverboard
- Adhesives
- Wire
- Thread
- Binding Supplies

Note: Monitor settings may not represent proper color. Please request samples or a sample card.

ALWAYS CHECK FIRST
Changes in stock colors, finishes and product information are necessary from time to time due to the demands of our mutual market place and changing industry. Therefore, it is always best to check inventory availability on stock items as well as other product description and information. Also, due to variations in pigments, shades may vary from lot to lot.